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Introduction 
 
Dear Members, 
 
Another season has come to a close and what a season it has been. On so many levels the                   
club has continued to thrive and the efforts of all the coaches, administrators, players and               
parents have been rewarded with a vibrant and youthful looking club. At the outset I think it’s                 
worth remembering where we started from a little over five years ago, and the enormous strides                
made since then. 
 
Growth of Junior Cricket at Harrow Cricket Club 

 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Junior Players 85 151 158 224 275 314 342 

Junior Teams 6 7 9 10 11 16 18 

Matches Played 65 75 80 80 109 157 170 

Training Sessions 30 34 49 49 56 134 132 

Hours Delivered 255 290 335 335 440 645 710 

League Titles 0 0 4 2 2 2 5 

County & Cups 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 

UKCC Coaches 4 7 8 9 12 16 17 
 
I am delighted with the number of our own homegrown players coming through into adult cricket                
and lest we forget, this is the primary purpose of having a junior section. The growth of the club                   
as a whole has been an enormous undertaking. I would like to thank all the coaching team and                  
executive committee, players and parents. We are very fortunate to have such an impressive              
body of people who are all brought together by their love of cricket. 
 
The reflections that follow for every team are a snapshot of this season, but more importantly                
should give everyone an insight into the kind of planning and organisation that goes into it. 
 
 
Yvonne Bryant 
Chairperson 
November 2019 
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Part 1 
U6-U10 

  
The main challenge for the 2019 summer season was in attempting to field four U10 hardball                
teams, all playing in leagues. We managed, and by the end of the summer over 50 kids had                  
experienced at least 3 matches each of league based cricket. 
 
In a nod to no decline in quality,  our U10A team went through the league season unbeaten (as 
they had the previous summer) and missed out narrowly in the county wide Gubby Allen quarter 
finals. With this commitment to playing more hardball/competitive matches we did not enter 
teams in the local U8 softball matches, feeling instead that this age group would benefit more 
from internal competition. Summer 2020 will see a shift toward creating more external ‘friendly’ 
matches for the U8 age groups. 
  
When selecting squads for our U10 teams we tried to find a balance between age, ability and 
the specific league challenges for each team. 
Our ‘A’ team (Eagles) would continue to play in the MCA West Group A. 
Our ‘B’ team (Hawks) would play for the first time in the MCA West Group B. 
(Group A and B being primarily location sorted, and of equal ability level). 
Our ‘C’ team (Kites) would join our ‘A’ team in the MCA Group A. 
Our ‘D’ team (Falcons) would play in a ‘B’ team development league. 
  
Our ‘A’ squad was drawn from both U10 and U9 age groups, our ‘B’ squad was drawn just from 
U10 aged players, our ‘C’ squad was drawn from U9, U8 and U7 aged players, and our ‘D’ 
squad from U10 and U9 aged players. 
 
We do not put too much emphasis on winning matches at U10s level, more to encourage the 
boys to play without inhibition or fear of failure. Importantly, we put the onus on the boys to 
make decisions – right or wrong – in the belief that their ability to problem solve will ultimately 
serve in their best interests. It would be fair to say that a number of games across all U10s 
matches were lost because opposition coaches were making the majority of decisions for their 
teams. We are grateful to our parent group for understanding the sacrifice of losing matches for 
the sake of developing broader and more valuable skills. 
  
Although our U8 players did not play external matches the group, as a whole, is rich in promise 
and exciting times are ahead as this generation proceed to hardball cricket. 
  
Many thanks to Graeme, Ravi, Zahir, Vikas and Sai for putting in so many hours across the 
groups and for buying into the philosophy of this key participation and development stage of 
club cricket. 
 
Doug Steward : Head of U6-U10 Age Groups 
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U10A (League : 1st) 
Gubby Allen : Quarter Finals 

 
The U10A squad proved too strong for all opposition in the group A league stage, with the 
toughest matches coming from Stanmore A team and our own Kites (C team). As in 2018, the 
squad were not able to navigate the county quarter finals, losing narrowly to Ealing CC, the 
eventual winners of the Gubby Allen trophy. However, they played mature and dynamic cricket 
throughout the season and this bodes well for the future of this generation of talented 
individuals.  
 
U10B (League : 6th) 
  
The U10B squad faced the tough challenge of performing in the MCA West group B for the first                  
time. Most of the boys played in the development league (as U9s) last year; however, the                
cricket this summer represented quite a step up from the development league and the boys               
perhaps struggled to apply their skills to more competitive match play cricket. As a group the                
boys will make up the core of our U11A side in 2020 and a winter working hard on core batting                    
and bowling skills should help the group develop into a strong unit.  
 
U10C (League : 6th) 
 
The U10C squad, made up of U9 players, most of whom, although rich in talent, came into the                  
season with very little hardball playing experience and found the going tough competing with              
U10 players in group A. However, their progress and development as a group throughout the               
season was tangible and by the end of the summer they were playing some superb, positive                
cricket.  
 
U10D (League : 9th) 
 
The U10D squad (Falcons) featured 20 players rotating through multiple fixtures in the 
development league. This was the perfect environment - once opposition coaches/umpires 
grasped that winning games was not the overriding objective – for the boys to have a go at 
hardball cricket and gain confidence in their own abilities. For all the other U10 squads we 
operated a policy of rotating captains; however, given the large number of boys playing for the 
Falcons we decided to have some consistency in the captains role – and were incredibly 
fortunate to have Shiven to lead the group. His control of the game and increasingly selfless 
attitude toward participation made for a really positive, self-learning environment for the players.  
 
U10 Team Managers: Doug Steward, Ravi Rajapakse, Viaks Puri, Sai Iyer, Zahir Chuadhary , 
Graeme Calway  
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Part 2 
WOMEN & GIRLS 

 
No report entered. 
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Part 3 
U11-U13 

  
Once again we had a very large pool of players in these age groups. It was a positive year on                    
the whole, as we implemented some changes to all A team cricket. Having one of the biggest                 
numbers at this age group in the borough has been great to see but challenging at times.                 
Maintaining coach-to-child ratios is something we were able to do despite the challenges. Well              
done to our U11A team for winning the league unbeaten and only lost one game by 1 run in the                    
cup, unfortunately they have not played their finals day yet due to the great English weather! All                 
other teams were competitive which we are really happy with. I want to thank all U11 - U13                  
coaches for their hard work, time and support. Also thank you for parents, guardians and family                
support without you players wouldn't get the opportunity to play as much cricket as is being                
offered.  
 
Kevan David-Joseph : Head of U11-U13 Age Groups 
 
U11A 
League : 1st 
County : Reached finals day but it was washed out 
 
Another team that went through the entire league season unbeaten. This squad was a joy to 
coach, they work so well together and take each challenge in their stride. It has a core of 
talented players that are level headed, support each other, and enjoy each other’s success. The 
only game this team lost was in May to Uxbridge in the Cup – a game that they were chasing 88 
and were well placed to win but crucial run outs and poor shot selection meant they lost by 1 
run. However in my opinion this loss focused the objective to work harder and put the lessons 
learned into full operation.  

From then on the standards were set higher so when setting a target they created a buffer 
in-case things went wrong in the bowling and fielding department. When they were chasing a 
score – individuals took ownership and batted longer to ensure one of the experienced batters 
was there at the finish. The fielding from a poor start has improved beyond recognition – they 
now set high standards and help each other with positive energy. 

Significant batting performance noted from Rahul, Arun, Suryansh, Zayn and Deepanker. 
Consistent bowling from Rahul, Suryansh, Ved, Arun, Amar and Salman. We also have 
probably the most enthusiastic keeper in the league – Prakrith Rao! He is always seeking ways 
to improve – works hard at his skill set, very smart in absorbing what is being taught a very 
quick learner. This team has natural leaders in Ved, Suryansh, Zayn and Arun. But ultimately 
Rahul is the captain and leads with very high standards in the field, batting and bowling. This 
squad has the ability to improve very quickly and without putting pressure on this crop of 
players; I am expecting them to win leagues and cups consistently over the coming years. 
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My thanks to all the parents, ground staff, bar staff, administration teams for colts cricket  and 
coaches especially Kev  (both in the winter & Friday night training) for their help. The parents in 
ensuring the colts get to the games on time, helping with the set up for matches and scoring and 
lastly accommodating each other in terms of sharing lifts to away games.  

Anil Karia & Kevan David-Joseph U11A Managers 
 
U11B 
League : 3rd 
No report entered 
 
U12 
League : 2nd 
 
With only four games played and the lack of competitive cricket at this age group we will be 
reviewing entering a U12 team next year because there is only one division for the U12s. All 
players at U12s have improved well throughout the summer and we have identified their key 
skills to progress in the future. The U12s nearly made it to the MCA play off finals day as they 
lost by 1 run against Eastcote. I hope the players keep pushing each other to improve because 
the group is growing really well.  
 
Kevan David-Joseph U12 Manager 
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U13A 
League : 5th 
 
On the whole, the season was a bit of a disappointment. The team went in with high                 
expectations after the successes of the previous season, but the stats of won 5, lost 5 tell the                  
story as the team is better than that. The boys must learn to cherish their wicket and look to                   
build partnerships, as we lost far too many wickets at regular intervals. Having said that, there                
were some good batting performances throughout the season. Avi Patel and Dylan Rawal led              
the way scoring four 50’s between them and Dylan scoring his first century of his career. They                 
were supported at various times throughout the season by Pansilu Wijesinghe, Rahul Panditha             
and Dhruv Purohit. 
 
Our bowling and fielding could have been better, there were times when individual bowlers              
bowled well, but we could never bowl well together as a unit. The bowlers need to learn to bowl                   
to their field settings.The best bowling figures of the season went to Pansilu with 3/11 vs                
Uxbridge. The most improved bowlers of the season were Anish Bhanderi and Dhruv Purohit              
and I hope they keep working hard through the winter. 
 
I would like to thank the team for an enjoyable summer and wish them well for 2020. 
 
Graeme Calway U13A Manager 
 
U13B 
League : 3rd 
 
As always the B team is all about game time to assist learning and skills improvement for every                  
player. With a squad of 18 players every player had a chance to play some games. The team                  
improved after every game. One thing that was outstanding was their bowling effort. As a unit                
U13B were very skilled with their bowling and fielding. Apart from 2 or 3 players the team                 
needed a lot of development with their batting. They kept improving from every game to training                
and back to game.  
 
Patience is an important element in cricket and a skill that players started understanding and               
building. This did show up in the 2 wins the team had. U13B were also allowed to plan their                   
bowling and batting line-up and make decision in the middle based on the game situation with                
limited interference from coaches apart from when coaches got involved to ensure everyone in              
the team got involved with the game.  
 
Overall a good unit to coach with parents wanting to get involved as well for scoring and helping                  
for matches.  
 
Manoj Mishra U13B Manager 
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U13C 
League : 3rd 
 
Due to the number of clubs entering their U13 teams into Division 4 of the MCA West Area                  
league, the U13C league fixture list comprised 14 matches ! This is the most number of league                 
games in a season that we can remember for any team. This posed a number of challenges for                  
the coaches who give their time voluntarily to take matches. The positive was that it allowed us                 
to give game time and rotate players in this ability group. 
 
There were some wonderfully close games played. The team was excellently led by Peter              
Davies who’s enthusiasm and competitive spirit was very evident every time he played, whilst              
many players recorded their highest scores and best bowling figures.  
 
This team acquitted itself very well, winning five matches and finishing third out of eight teams in                 
the league - a well above average return from this group of players.  
 
Ravi Rajapakse & Suk Bhupal , U13C Managers 
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Part 4 
U15-U17 

 
This season we had a very large group of players in this age category. Even with the best U17’s                   
moved to train with the adults on Wednesdays, the Tuesday U15-U17 training group was still 40                
strong. Even more encouragingly, there was plenty of cricket for these players with quite a few                
of them getting their first regular taste of the coloured clothing competitions like the Middlesex               
Youth Cup, U19 T20 Blast, and Middlesex Development League which are all played after most               
exam dates. 
 
Of the 8 trophies won at the club this year, 5 of them were won by U15-U17 teams. 
 
Suk Bhupal : Head of U15-U17 Age Groups 
 
U14 
League : Last (from 1st, having been docked points) 
 
On the field this squad played some excellent cricket and was easily the best team in the U14                  
league this year, winning all of their games with ease.  
 
The bowling and batting had all bases covered, and was backed up by some excellent fielding.                
The team was very well led.  
 
The season was overshadowed by the team being docked most of its wins due to an                
infringement of the rules relating to players playing for more than one club. Sadly, this meant the                 
team was not able to take its place in the county finals day, nor will it be receiving recognition for                    
winning the league. Our official end of season classification is last. 
 
I would like to thank the squad for their excellent attitude and I’m sorry that they didn’t get to                   
show their skills at county finals day. 
 
Carl Clarke U14 Manager 
 
U15A 
League : 1st  
County : Runners-Up 
 
Really enjoyed coaching this team. To go through the league season unbeaten was a great               
effort. Losing to Uxbridge in the cup was a game we were well placed to win but a couple of                    
indifferent shots in the run chase cost us – but we learned from that game in May. The lesson                   
learnt were absorbed and we continued to excel for the remainder of the season; only losing in                 
the final on County play off day. That game against Winchmore Hill we bowled our worst set of                  
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20 overs in the season which was a real shame. The scoreboard pressure took its toil and we                  
lost comfortably (hats off to the opposition who played really well), losing is part an parcel of                 
learning (I call it building blocks) and it is hoped that we take on board clear areas of                  
development.  
 

 
 

This squad has real talent. Some have already played in the winning U17 & 19 teams. Many                 
have had exposure of adult cricket (my thanks to the adult teams captains for giving them the                 
opportunities). Many coming on leaps and bounds in adult cricket and that is a testimony to all                 
the efforts put in with them during this groups formative years. 
 
Strong batting performances from Syan, Niam, Aryan, Usman and Kavidu and major            
contributions with the ball from Syan, Arjun, Ekansh, Taran, Abdul, Jaffer and Navin. Dwij              
wicket keeping has improved significantly – credit to him for getting a lot fitter, asking lots of                 
questions, learning and adopting on what works best for him. This team was well led by Syan                 
who clearly has a good cricket brain. 

This group is the future of Harrow CC, I hope they remain grounded and humble I am expecting                  
many to be the first and second XI players within the next five to six years – as a coach that                     
would be most satisfying. 

My thanks to all the parents, ground staff, bar staff, administration teams for colts cricket and                
coaches especially Manoj (both in the winter & Tuesday night training) for their help. The               
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parents in ensuring the colts get to the games on time, helping with the set up for matches and                   
scoring (Manoj and Kingshuk) and accommodating each other in terms of sharing lifts to away               
games.  

Anil Karia U15A Manager  
 
U15B 
League : 1st 
 

 
 
Last year we already mentioned what a great bunch of boys (and parents) these were to take.                 
This year they got their reward with a well deserved league title. For most of them it was their                   
second and final year as U15 players, and the experience they picked up from the previous year                 
was very apparent throughout this season’s campaign.  
 
In both batting and bowling this team showed a heightened game sense which is ultimately what                
enabled them to win the tight moments in games. The captaincy was rotated this year and my                 
thanks to Angelo, Abdul-Moiz, Anujan and Max who all had a go at doing it. 
 
A few of these players are ready to make their first forays into adult cricket and I look forward to                    
seeing them do that next season. 
 
Suk Bhupal U15B Manager 
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U17 
League : 1st 
Middlesex Youth Cup Shield Winners 
 

 
This is a group of players who have tasted quite a bit of success since they’ve been colts. For                   
many of them it was their final year of junior cricket. The league was won at a canter this year                    
without losing a game, but that says more about the state of MCA U17 cricket than anything                 
else. The importance of the league for this age group has been waning for some time now.  
 
The Middlesex Youth Cup has become the competition that generates more interest. We had              
some excellent performances in that competition, but a defeat to Eastcote meant we were not               
quite able to repeat last years success of winning the main trophy. Instead we won the shield,                 
enjoying an excellent finals day on our own ground where we beat Richmond and Enfield. 
 
Overall the U17 team won 10 out of 13 matches played this season. Whilst winning is not really                  
something we prioritise in other age groups, at this age group the natural competitive edge of                
the boys tends to show through and it no longer looks like junior cricket. Things are done slightly                  
differently to other junior teams and resembles something more akin to an adult team. 
 
Thanks to Sadam for captaining the team this year and taking on a bit more responsibility for                 
team selection, organising his players to travel to away matches etc. It was all a big help. Most                  
players in this team play regular adult cricket and that is the most important thing for the club. 
 
U17 Managers :  Suk Bhupal, Ziko Smith, Carl Clarke, Anil Karia,, Manoj Mishra, 
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Part 5 
U19-U21 

 
Organised cricket in the U19 & U21 categories is relatively new, having been pioneered in our 
area by Ian Moore and his team at Middlesex County Cricket Club. It is an important stepping 
stone to adult cricket but also acts as a category in its own right which the players really enjoy. 
Coloured clothing and pink balls add to the general ambience and it allows for teenagers to 
carry on playing cricket with their friends whilst making the step up to regular adult cricket. 
 
These teams are pretty much run like a senior team. The captain selects the side and the team 
decide tactics. The coach or manager is there to ensure that the games run smoothly and to 
provide feedback after the game. 
 
U19 
Middlesex Club U19 T20 Shield Winners 
 

 
 
A nail biting victory over Uxbridge in the Shield Final capped off a thoroughly successful season 
for the U19’s giving many of the squad’s members their third piece of silverware in two years. 
 
The season started with a victory over a strong Ickenham side. A 1 wicket loss against the 
touring Paramatta Academy from Australia saw strong performances from Irtiza Bangash and 
Pritesh Manoj.  
 
In our second group fixture, we failed to show up against the eventual overall winners Eastcote 
despite a fortuitous effort from 15 year old Niam Bhattacharya scoring 49 in a game where only 
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two other Harrow batsman reached double figures. Eastcote’s belligerent openers shut the door 
on any chance of a Harrow victory however a certain U14 Attal Kakar impressed on a day when 
many of the other bowlers were dispatched to a 40m boundary on one side. Akash Multani was 
impressive on his return with a 3 wicket haul to keep Harrow in the game up until the 
penultimate over. 
 
A washout at Stanmore set up a winner takes all game against a heavily favoured Harefield side 
on their home turf. On one of the hottest evenings this summer Harrow’s team spirit, grit and 
determination came through. We scraped our way to a competitive 128 on a turning pitch. 
Sadam Zabith and Musa Ali turned the screw early on resulting in Akash Multani taking the key 
wicket of Harefield’s star batsman. 19 overs of spin was backed up by some superb boundary 
fielding. Looking back, it is evident that this was our best performance of the season at a time it 
most mattered. 
 
An under par Wembley side were easily defeated in the quarter final to set up a finals day clash 
with Osterley whom many of the team had beaten last year in the Youth Cup final.  
 
Harrow batted first against a weakened Osterley team notching up a huge 164 with Mohammed 
Wali’s tremendous ball striking stealing the show with a brutal 55. After Sadam took the wicket 
of Osterley’s opener with the very first ball, there would only be one result. A strong bowling 
performance meant Osterley were dismissed for 82 despite 4 dropped catches in the field. 
 
Uxbridge narrowly defeated North London in the second semi final meaning that after a break 
filled with fried chicken, calypsos and very little fielding practice, we were batting first for the 
shield. Harrow’s innings started like a steam train with Niam and Sadam hitting some clean 
boundaries to the delight of the Payne’s Folly faithful. However weak shots coupled with 
brilliance in the field from Uxbridge meant that at 90-6 we were in danger of being bowled out 
with overs left. Krushal Devshi played one of the innings of the season and along with captain 
Musa Ali, they added 73 to take Harrow to an above par 170. Uxbridge came out all guns 
blazing smoking the Harrow bowlers to all parts of the ground. Uxbridge’s captain raced to his 
half century inside 7 overs thanks to some of the most woeful ground fielding. Regular wickets 
then fell and catches were held leaving Uxbridge to take the hugely unsportsmanlike decision of 
choosing to run out their tailenders in order to allow their main retired batsmen to return at the 
end. Despite this, Harrow’s bowlers struggled to make an impact towards the latter end of the 
innings thanks to some remarkable tennis like flicks and sweeps from Uxbridge’s no.7. Dupesh 
Shori, having recently transitioned to off-spin held his nerve when it most mattered taking key 
wickets as well as running out the correct man when confusion was rife. Uxbridge’s two 
previously retired batsman required 13 off 6, Dupesh with ball in hand. A smart run out off a 
dropped catch after 6 runs off the first two balls was then followed  by a diving catch by Musa to 
cue wild celebrations. 
 
The team can be hugely proud of the performances they have put in this season especially 
against Harefield and Uxbridge. This team should really be targeting a place in the Cup next 
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year considering the talent and depth in the squad. Key aims moving forward are ground fielding 
which now needs to become a priority at training sessions as well as aggressive running and 
clarity with ball in hand. And finally, many thanks to Suk for his constant support of this group. 
 
Musa Ali U19 Captain 
 
U21 
 
The 2019 MCB MDL Season for Harrow was one of great encouragement and many positive               
developments. On a superficial level, that comment might appear surprising as the team did not               
progress to the Quarter Finals or Plate as it has done in previous years.  
 
The team in 2019 reflected a new generation of MDL players. Musa leading as captain,               
Saddam as a senior player and many of the younger players from previous years becoming               
more mature members of the team. Ziko also stepped up as coach, and on one occasion                
standing in versus Ickenham as player coach and captain when Musa was away. The goals and                
aims were to see all the players individually and as a team building and improving on their                 
performances in their matches this season and, while not done with consistency, all players who               
were members of the MDL Team in 2019 learned and developed. 
 
The stand out performance for the season was a winning draw against a strong Ickenham team.                
In that match, after being put in to bat by a strong Ickenham team, Harrow were 6 runs in the                    
first 9 overs as a result of a probing opening spell then get to 272 for 3 in 44 overs. Mohammed                     
Wadi scored an excellent 105 Not Out. There were two century partnerships and with the               
batsmen building innings in a thoughtful, expert manner. When Harrow bowled, after a loose              
start, pulled back and regained control of the game to get to a winning draw. 
 
While we did not repeat this level of performance in the remaining games, there were many                
encouraging performances - Sohil Mangat bowled several excellent spells of probing medium            
paced bowling; we are developing a depth in our spin bowling. Musa, Sadam and Irtizar,               
individually and in partnerships bowled tight and varied spells of slow bowling which constantly              
challenged the batsmen. Riten Chauhan and Krish Navanati on occasion played innings which             
revealed them as batsmen of great potential while Kavidu, showed that in addition to his               
excellent capabilities as a batsman and bowler, also has immense potential as a wicketkeeper. 
 
So, on the surface, while we did not progress to the final eight, it was a season where much                   
progress was made. 
 
Alan Smith U21 Manager 
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Part 6 
SENIOR CRICKET 

 
The three senior sides playing league cricket this summer had varying fortunes and each team               
served to highlight both the progress made at the club and the work that is still left to do. In                    
addition to the 1st, 2nd & 3rd XI’s this season we fielded a 4th XI, comprising mainly of dad’s of                    
junior players - this was more of a social team but one which nevertheless enjoyed its cricket,                 
playing twelve matches over the course of the season. 
 
Perhaps the highlight was that of the 33 players playing in the three main senior sides, over two                  
thirds of them have come through our own junior set up, having at one time or another been                  
colts at Harrow Cricket Club. This has meant that the average age our league teams is very low,                  
21, 21, and 17 respectively across the three league teams. Finding the right mix of experience                
and youth is an ongoing challenge but also a very positive thing for the future of the club. 
 
1st XI 
League : 8th 
 
Our return to the Middlesex County League was a mixed bag. A horrible run towards the end of                  
May where we lost four games in a row put paid to any chance of promotion. On the other hand                    
we beat all the top 4 teams in the league and played some really good cricket. Consistency was                  
an issue as was the inability to finish off teams when we were on top which resulted in four                   
winning draws. The league table was very compressed this year and the gap to a promotion                
place in the end was only 20 points (two wins). 
 
We were indebted to Ronald Ettienne who put in some of the best batting and bowling                
performances in the league, adapting easily to the different standard encountered this year. 
 
As a team the lesson from this season is that we took too long to realise that cricket in this                    
league required a different approach to that we employed in the Middx Championship -              
especially in terms of our batting, training and match preparation. Lessons that should be              
learned to have a more focused attempt at promotion next season. 
 
Captain : Dan Steward 
 
2nd XI 
League : 9th 
 
A season where the penny started to drop that ‘the league table never lies.’ This team has 
underperformed for a number of seasons now, being regularly involved in a relegation battle. 
This year was no different, narrowly avoiding relegation once again.  
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A couple of very close games were lost by 1 run and 3 runs respectively in the first half of the 
season. After the first 11 games we only had 13 points, having lost 8 games. Some difficult 
decisions had to be made regarding selection. Consequently, it was 3 wins and a winning draw 
out of our last 7 games that saved us. With a crop of good young players now emerging in the 
U17-U19 group, the onus will be on the more experienced players to step up and prove they 
can play at this level. The experienced players have to perform more consistently whilst we 
integrate the better young players.Competition for places is now a reality and it will be 
interesting to see how this impacts the team going forward.  
 
Captains : Zikomo Smith, Suk Bhupal 
 
3rd XI 
League : 5th 
 
This team enjoyed another season of growth, winning 8 games and scoring 100 points. There 
were some stand out performances with no fewer than five players scoring centuries. Arayan 
Patel 160*, Krish Nanavati 128, Hatim Kanchwala 118, Yousuf Ali 114, Jaffer Ahmad 111*, all 
recorded league centuries this season. There were five wicket hauls for Irtiza Bangesh and 
Arjun Rajkumar. 
 
For the past two seasons this has in effect been a junior team with only one or two adult 
cricketers playing. With the development of the U17-U19 players at the club, and competition for 
places in the 2nd XI, the 3rd XI should see a more balanced mix of adult and junior players from 
next season. Feedback from all those that captained this team is that the time has come to 
balance this team with some more adult players, especially if we are to get promoted to a higher 
standard division. This should be helped by our 4th XI also entering the MCCL in 2020. There is 
now a much larger pool of adult cricketers at the club and integrating these effectively with the 
younger players across all the teams, to ensure the right balance, will be our focus for 2020. 
 
Captains : Suk Bhupal, Manoj Mishra,, Yousuf Ali 
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